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ABSTRACT 
Let G be the universal cover of SL(2, R), T a lattice in G and x a unitary character of r. In this paper 
we use residues and special values of the Poincark series M(v, x), for the construction of (x, r) - 
square integrable automorphic forms on G. In particular, we show that for low weight 1 < r 5 2, 
the special values at Y = r - 1 obtained by meromorphic continuation of Mq(v, x), as 17 varies, 
generate the space of holomorphic cusp forms of weight r and multiplier system ux. We also prove a 
completeness result for holomorphic forms of weight 0 < r 5 1 by using residues of the family. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be the universal cover of SL(2, R), F a lattice in G containing the center of 
G, and x a unitary character of I’. The purpose of the present paper is to apply 
the methods in [MW] to the construction of (x, r)-square integrable auto- 
morphic forms on G. We shall use a holomorphic family M(v, x) of functions, 
defined by means of a matrix entry of a principal series representation, which 
transform according to a character q of the unipotent subgroup N. This family, 
originally defined in a half-plane admits a meromorphic continuation to C. The 
main goal of this paper is to prove completeness results in Lj(r \G, x) for the 
residues and special values of M(v, x). We will show that the residues of 
M(v,x) in {V : Re(v) 2 0) g enerate, as 77 varies, all (g, K)-modules of square 
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integrable (x, r)-automorphic forms, except those corresponding to the dis- 
crete series representations D,, D,, r > 1 (see Theorem 3.3). As an application, 
we get a completeness result for holomorphic (or antiholomorphic) forms of 
weight 0 < r 5 1 (see Theorem 4.1 (ii)). Furthermore, we will show that for 
weights r with 1 < Y 5 2, the analytic continuation of M(v, g, c$,, x) is holo- 
morphic at v = r - 1 and (for 7 = nx with X > 0) it defines a holomorphic cusp 
form. These special values generate the space of holomorphic cusp forms of 
weight r and multiplier system wX (c.f. Theorem 4.1). 
The family M(v, x) has been previously considered in a classical setting in 
[Ne], [Nil (for r = 0, x = 1) and [He], and also in [MW] (x = 1) and [Br2]. Some 
of the results on the meromorphic continuation of the family can be found in 
the references above, mainly in [Br2]. On the other hand the goals and methods 
in [Br2] are different and in particular L2-completeness theorems are not dis- 
cussed, thus our results give new information in this direction. The authors 
wish to thank R. Bruggeman for very useful comments on an earlier version of 
this paper, which have led to clarifications and some simplifications. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
2.1. Spectral decomposition of L2(r\G,,y) 
Let G be the universal cover of Go = SL(2, R) and 7r : G --) Go the canonical 
projection. G is generated by elements {n(x),a(y),k(e) 1 x, 6’ E R,y > 0) such 
that 
If we set p(x + iy) = n(x)&), rr(g) := g and g . z denotes the standard action of 
g on z E H, the Poincare upper half plane, we have the relations 
4x1)4x2) = n(x1 +x2), 4~1 bb2) = 4~1.~2) x1, x2 E R, ~1 ,y2 E R+, 
k(eI )k(e2) = k(h + e2), a(y)n(x) = n(yx)4y) 81, e2 E R, x E R, Y E R+ 
k(Q(z) =p(7r(k(@) . z)k(8 - argI(-?r,,leiB(-zsinO + c0se)). 
Set N = {n(x) 1 x E R}, A = {a(y) 1 y > 0}, K = {k(B) ) 0 E R}, A4 = 
{k(mn) 1 m E Z}, the center of G, and P = NAM. Any element g E G decom- 
poses uniquely g = nak, with n E N, a E A and k E K. We use invariant meas- 
ures dn, da, dk on N, A and K corresponding respectively to dx, dy/y, de/r. 
On G we will normalize the Haar measure so that Jcf(g)dg = 
j, J, ~,f(r~ak)a-~Pdndudk forf E C,(G), with a(~)~ = ,/$ Let g, n, a, f de- 
note the Lie algebras of G, N, A, K respectively. If g is identified with the Lie 
algebra of Go and we set 
1 [ 1 0 ’ Iif= () -1 I ) w=x-Y, 
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then X, H, W span respectively n, a and E. We denote E* = 
H f i(X + Y) E gc = g& C and C = (H2/4) - (H/2) + XY E U(g), the Ca- 
simir element of G. Moreover, we will identify a: with C via the map v H v(H). 
From now on we will fix r, a noncocompact lattice in G and x, a character of 
r. We will assume, for simplicity, that I’ contains M. We note that any lattice r 
on G can be enlarged to the lattice r = TM, and the character x can be ex- 
tended to a unitary character 2 on 1;. In general, any lattice in G intersects M 
nontrivially and pushes down to a lattice in Go (see for instance [Ho], Proposi- 
tion 9). 
If Q is a parabolic subgroup of G, then Q = kPk-’ for some k E K, that is 
Q = NQAQM, with NQ = kNk-‘, AQ = kAk-‘. Q is said to be r-cuspidal if 
r,v, := r n NQ # 1. r acts by conjugation on the set of such subgroups and an 
orbit of this action is called a cusp of r. As is well known, this set is finite. A 
cuspidal parabolic subgroup Q will be said to be regular with respect to x (resp. 
irregular) if x(rNO E 1 (resp. xlrNa $ 1). We shall fix a complete set of rep- 
resentatives, PI, . . . , P, of r-cuspidal parabolic subgroups of G, so that Pj is 
regular for 1 5 j 5 S, and irregular for s + 1 < j < r. We let PI = P and fix 
kj E K SO that Pj = kjPk,F’, for 1 5 j < r. 
If Q = kPk-‘, set aQ = Ad( and if v E a;, H E aQ, set kv(H) = 
v(Ad(k-‘)H). Let w be an open relatively compact subset of NQ such that 
n : w -+ rN,\NQ is surjective. If t > 0, let Ai f = {u E AQ 1 akp > e’/2}. A set of 
the form SQ,,, f = w x A&f x K is called a Q-Siegel set for r. By a well known 
result of reduction theory, if Pi, wj are as above and tj > 0, forj = 1 . . . r, then 
r \G - lJJ=, ~(SP,,~,,,.~) is compact. 
The characters of M are of the form J(k(mr)) = einTT, for some 7 = r<, 
-1 < r 5 1. If x E r we shall also write rX = ~~1~. 
If r E R, set &(k(e)) = eirs. A smooth functionf on G is (x, r)-automorphic 
of weight r if, for any k(B) E K, g E G, y E r it verifies 
f(r&(@) = x(r)fkMr(k(~)), 
and if, furthermore, f is a finite linear combination of eigenfunctions of C and 
satisfies a growth condition. Namely, for each Q = kPk-’ a regular parabolic 
subgroup and X E gc, there exist CX > 0 and d E R such that IXf(kg)I < 
C,w(g)dp. If Q is a regular cusp, the Q-constant term off is defined by 
(1) fQ(d = r 
NQ 
iNp f (ng) dn. 
IffQ s 0 for any Q, f is said to be a cusp form. 
We shall denote by d(r \G, x) (resp. &(r \G, x)) the space of (x, r)-auto- 
morphic forms (resp. automorphic cusp forms). We note that d(r \G, x) is 
generated by functions of weight r with r E 7x (2). The (x, r)-automorphic 
forms correspond to classical r-automorphic forms on H of weight r and 
multiplier system u = 2/x (see [Br, $4.41). Here r+ on r is given by ~~(7) = 
x(0(7)) for y E r, where cr : GO + G, is the section such that 
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We now define the Eisenstein series. Let Q be a regular cuspidal parabolic 
subgroup of G. Let q5 E J? be such that 41~ = xIM. If g E G, Re v > 1, set 
This series converges uniformly on compacta for Re v > 1 and lies in 
A(r \G, x). Furthermore E( Q, v, g, q5, x) admits a meromorphic continuation 
to C which is holomorphic for Re v = 0 (see [He] or [Br], for instance). 
Given V a Banach representation of G, let V,, V, and I+ denote, respec- 
tively, the space of C” vectors, analytic vectors and C”, K-finite vectors in I’. 
Also, if T E i, let V[r] and VK[T] be the r-isotypic components of I’ and I+ 
respectively. We shall make use of some facts on the spectral decomposition of 
the right regular representation of G of L2(r \G, x) (see [Ro], or [Ho]). 
Theorem 2.1. As a representation of G, L2(r\G, x) = Li(T\G, x)@ 
L:(r\G, x), where Li(r \G, x) (resp. L:(r\G, x)) decomposes discretely (resp. 
continuously). If r z rx (2) there exist {$t}tE ,, a complete orthonormal system in 
L:(r\G, xMhL so that every $1 generates an irreducible (9, K)-submodule. Let 
{PI,... , P,) be a complete system of representatives of regular cuspidalparabolic 
subgroups. Iff E L2(r \G, x)[c#+], then, in the L2-sense, 
with4 E L2(iR,dp), for 1 5 j 5 s. 
2.2. Representation theory of G 
We keep the notation from previous subsections. If < E a, v E a:, let Ht,Y de- 
note the principal series representation of G (see [Br, 331). Set s = k(7r/2) and let 
as above r = rc E (-1, l] be such that [(k(n)) = eilrs. When restricted to K, 
HE,’ decomposes Hc>” = CrsTEc2) C & Furthermore, the action of E * on Hk y 
is given by 
(4) E* . & = (1 + v 4~ r)&+z. 
We now recall some facts on the Kunze-Stein intertwining operator (see 
WV). 
(i) For any f E Hi”, the integral A(<, u)f (k) = J, ~~,,(snk)f (1)dn con- 
verges absolutely and uniformly on compacta for k E K and Re v > 0. 
(ii) The map Y -+ P(v)-‘A([, V) has a holomorphic continuation to C with 
values on the continuous intertwining operators on Hi”. 
(iii) If r s 7~ (2) then A(<, v)c#+ = c,(v)& with 
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G(V) = 
pq&+q4 
.(l+,.r)r(l+;-r)’ 
In particular, (iii) implies that A(<, -v) . A(c, v) = pf(v)-’ Id, where PC(V)-’ 
equals 
-47rcos rr(V + r, 7r(V - r) ___ cos---- 
2 2 
v sin(nv) 
We note that this expression does not depend on Y but only on E. Also, if HkV 
pushes down to a representation of SL(2,R) (i.e. if r = 0 or r = 1) then 
&it) = t/2rrtanh (nt/2) and &if) = t/2ncoth (7rt/2), respectively. 
The action of E* (see (4)) implies that reducibility of H$” occurs when 
(1 + V) E & r (2). The following theorem gives the composition series of Hi” 
(see [Pul, [Brl). 
Theorem 2.2. Let <be a character of M, -r = rF, v E C. 
1. Zfr # 0, 1, 1 + v z f 7 (2), Hk” has a unique (g, K)-submodule DF+v = 
c irZl+v Wand(HF:“ID&+uj) = D&_ Y’, 
2. I~T = 0, 1, 1 + v E r (2) and v 2 0, HK’ contains two irreducible (g, K)- 
submodules: 0: C1 + “) andfurthermore Hc,“/(Dt+I/ CB D: (1 +,,) N F, where F, is 
an irreducible (g , K )-module of dimension v. 
3. If 7 = 0, 1, 1 + v s T (2) and v 5 -1, HE>” contains a unique (g, K)-sub- 
module F_, . It has dimension -v and HE,“/F_ v E Dl_ v @ D;_,. 
Any irreducible (g, K)-module V is isomorphic to a submodule of Hi”, for some 
I, v. Furthermore if V is unitarizable, then either V N Hi”, with v E iR - {0}, 
V N Dz,, with r > 0, or V N Hi”, with v E R, 0 5 Iv\ < 1 - 1q1. 
2.3. Whittaker functionals on H” v 
If we set for f E Hi”, S([, v)f = f (l), then S([, v) defines a continuous func- 
tional on H,$” and XS(<, v) = 0. Fix 17 = 7~ E Z?, X E R*, so that v(n(x)) = 
e2rrixX. If we apply the operator r(-v) on HA” given by the formal series 
then w(<, v) = T(-~)a(<, v) d e fi nes a continuous Whittaker functional on Hz,“, 
i.e. it satisfies Xw(<, v) = dq(X)w(E, v) (see [GW] Theorem 6.1, or [MW], The- 
orem A.1.8). The Jacquet Whittaker vector is defined, iff E HL”, by 
(5) Jr,Jf 1 := J v(n)plqv(sn)f U>dn. 
N 
This integral is convergent for Re v > 0 and has an analytic continuation to a 
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continuous functional on Hi”, J(v) such that J(V) . ~(,~(rz) = q(~z)J(v), 
n E N ([GW] Theorem 7.6). 
As a functional on H$“, Z(v) can be expressed in terms of w(<, V) and 
w,(<, V) := w(<, -v) A(J, v) and satisfies a functional equation. We have (see 
[MW, Lemma I.31 and [GW, Lemma 7.5 (7.30), Theorem 7.61): 
(6) J(u) = a(v)w(& v) + b(v)i%(<, u) 
(7) 
(8) 
cos fl(u + s&?(Q) 
with a(v) = -27re’(“12)‘(2+#’ 2 
sin(7rv) ’ 
b(v) = r(-V + 1) 
Jw) .A(<> VI = -d~)J(~) 
(9) where y<(v) = UC-U) r(y - a(4r) 
q-v+ I) 
= 2e’(“‘*)‘(2~1XI)-“r(v) cos 2 . 
We next discuss briefly the relationship between w(E, u), Jt, v and the Whittaker 
functions. 
Ifs # (- i)N set 
m (&+s-k), n 
M/&y) = ys+ 1’2e-y’2 c 
n=s n! (1+2&Y ’ 
where (a), = nyzi (u +j) and (a)s = 1. This function is a solution of the 
Whittaker differential equation 
F”(Y) + ( I k i-s2 --+-+- 4 Y Y2 F(y) = 0. 
Furthermore, Mk,J y) << Y’/*+~~‘, as y 10, and has exponential 
y -+ 00. 
Another solution is given for generic S, by 
growth as 
(10) Ws) w,)S(y)=r(;+,-k) 
r( -2s) 
Mk,-,(y) + r(+ _ s _ k) Mk,s(y)’ 
This function satisfies Wk,S( y) N Y~.c-(~/~) as y -+ +cc. For special values of 
the parameters, Mk,$ and Wk,$ are a multiple of each other, a fact which will be 
useful to us. Indeed, assume s - k + i= -h, with h E Zzo and 2s +Z <‘. In 
this case, from the expression of Mk,s and the asymptotics of wk,s as y ---f +CXJ 
one gets 
(11) w/&y) = (-l)h(2k - 2h)&&(y) = yS+(1’2)fz-(Y’2)&(y) 
where oh ( y) is a polynomial of degree h and po ( y) = 1. 
Proposition 2.3 (see [Gw 1ntrod.J). Let v(n(x)) = ezrrixX, with X E R’. If 
z = 47rXe*’ and at = exp(tH), t E R, then FI(z) = ~(6, v)(T+(u~)c+T$) 
F2(z) = J&b&t)&), ure solutions of the Whittaker d$erentiul equation 
k = sg(X)(r/2) and s = u/2. Furthermore 
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and 
with 
F, (z) = (44X’)-(“+ ‘ ‘2 M(( g(x) )/2) 
T(v+l) s T ,” 
/2( IZI) 
’ 
F2(z) = 
,ei(a’2)r(,l~l)(u-1)‘2 W(( g(x) ),2) , (,z,) 
r l+v+sg(X)r 
( 
S r ,V 
2 > 
Letf E d(r\G xl MI1 g enerating an irreducible (9, Q-module VJ. By Propo- 
sition 2.2, there exist < E &Z, p E C such that I+ is isomorphic to a quotient of 
Hip”. If n E (r’,\N)“, d enote by fp,q the n-Fourier coefficient off, 
Lemma 2.4. Let 77 = qx E (&\N)^ and let f E d(r \G, x) [&I be such that Vf is 
isomorphic to a subquotient of HK 6’ There exists c(~,f) E C such that, ifa E A, . 
(13) fPS7/(a) = c(77,f) W sg(~)(r/2),(~/2)(4~lXla”) = c,(rl,f)~(~CL)(~,(a)~,). 
Here, 
cp(q,f) = e-irai2n-‘r ( l + p yg(Q-) (T~4”-“‘/2C(q,f), 
Proof. The condition on Vf implies that Cfp,ll = ((p2 - 1)/4)fp,v. By a com- 
putation using that C = (H2/4) - (H/2) + XY, we get 
XYfp,v(ar) = (X2 - ~WLp,,(a,) = -((27rXe2’)2 + r(27rXe2’))fp,,(a,). 
This implies that if z = 4nXe2’, then 
4z2 dt2 2z2 dt s)] fp,,(at) = 0 
hence, if X > 0, it follows that F(z) = fP,?(a,) satisfies the Whittaker equation of 
parameters k = r/2 and s = ~12. Now, since f lies in d(r\G, x), the 
growth condition implies that there exists c(q,f) E C such that fP,17(a,) = 
c(q,f) W(,./~)J~,~J(Z). If X < 0 one puts G(z) = F(--z) and argues as in the case 
X > 0. The last equality in the lemma follows from the formula in [GW, Lemma 
7.3 (III)]. 0 
Remark 2.5. If we let f = E(Pj,v, L(kj)&, x) then c”(q,f) = epirax 
Di (Pi, P, V, x), and Di (Pj, P, V, x) is given, for Re Y > 1 by an absolutely con- 
vergent Dirichlet series which can be computed by the method in [MW] 2.7. 
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3. A COMPLETENESS RESULT 
3.1. The Poincarb series M(v) 
We keep the notation from previous subsections. Fix 71 E &, [ E A%, satisfying 
the compatibility conditions qlr, = xlr,, ~1~ = 5. Let X E R* be so that 77 = VA, 
where qx(n(x)) = e2rixs, forn(x)EN.IfvEC,vEHk”andgEGset 
(14) MY<, v> g, v) = w(5, v) (7% &)v) 
where w(<, V) is as in $2.3. The properties of the Whittaker M-function, Propo- 
sition 2.3 and the fact that if X E U(g), XM(<, V, g, U) = M(<, v,g, XV), imply 
that if w is a compact subset of {V 1 Re Y > I}, there exists C,, x > 0 such that 
(15) IJ=(6v,g,~)l 5 CUJ,xa(g)Re”+p 
for v E wand g E G with a(g)P < T. 
Thus, (15) and the convergence of the Eisenstein series imply that the series 
defines a C” function in {V : Re v > 1) x G, holomorphic in v (the conditions 
on 7, x and [, imply that the summed function is invariant under rp). We now 
define two auxiliary functions which are useful in the study of M”(c, v, g, 2r, x). 
Let q!~ = 4r E C”(G) be left N-invariant, right K-invariant, non increasing 
on A with 4(a) = 0 if aP 2 2T and 4(a) = 1 if up < T. If A, = (v2 - 1)/4, set 
(17) l%!, v,g, 21, x) = +X& #(%)M(J, v, “18, v)x(Y’) 
(18) R(<, v,g, 21, x) = (C - &J)M(<, v,g, 21, x). 
By the definition, M(v, C#Q, x) - &f(v, #+,x) is locally a finite sum of translates 
of M(v,g). Hence @~(Y,&,x) is C” and holomorphic in v in any region 
M(y, &, x) is so. 
Lemma 3.1 (c.j [MW], 2.2,2.3). IfRe Y > 1 andX E U(g) then Xi%l(~, q$, x) is 
bounded in r \G and holomorphic in u. %l(v, &, x) can be analytically continued 
to a C” function on C x r\G, holomorphic in u and with compact support in 
T\G. 
We now introduce some notation. If A, = (v2 - 1)/4, the eigenvalue of C in 
Hi”, let Q(r, x) = {V E C : A, # 0 is an eigenvalue of C in Lj(r\G, x)}. Thus 
Q(r, x) is a closed discrete subset of iR U (- 1,l). 
The next result summarizes the main properties of M(v, x) and its truncation 
i%l(v, x). Many of the assertions can be found in [MW] (G = SL(2, R), x = 1) 
and [Br2] (see also [Ne], for r = 0, x = 1, and [He, $9.71). A new addition is the 
expression of the residue at v = 0 in assertion (ii) in the case of simple pole. 
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This will allow a detailed study of the singularity of M(v, x) at v = 0 (see The- 
orem 3.3 (ii), (iii)). 
Theorem 3.2. Let v= 7~ E 3, c E &?, with qlr, = Xlr,, XIM = c7 and let r = r, 
mod 2. We have 
(0 a(u, &, x) andM(u, 6, x) can be meromorphically continued to C and the 
principalparts at thepoles coincide. If vo # 0 is a pole with Re v > 0 then vo lies in 
Q(I, x) and Res,=,M(u, 6, x) IS a square integrable automorphic form. Fur- 
thermore I’$v, $r,X) is of moderate growth and, if v is not a pole, it lies in 
L&(I \G, X) if Rev > 0 (resp. in L, 2-cu(I\G,X) if Rev 2 0, for any a with 
0 < (Y < 2). 
(ii) The order of vo = 0 as a pole of M(u, c#+, x) is at most 2, and in this case, 
lim u-0 u2 M(u, $,., x) is a square integrable automorphic form. If v = 0 is a sim- 
plepole, then Res,=o M(u, c#+, x) = fr + g, with fr square-integrable and 
g, = -e ir?r/2 ,os:~$, D,‘(Pj, P, 0, X)E(Pj,O,L(ki)&, X) 
where Df (Pj, P, u, X) is as in Remark 2.5. 
(iii) M(u, YJ,, x) satisfies thefunctional equation: 
M(u,$ 
r, 
x) 
;sg(“)r)M(-u, &, x) 
Proof. Statements (i) and (iii) are proved by the arguments in [MW] (see The- 
orems 2.5, 2.6, 2.8). Thus, we will only discuss assertion (ii). 
Firstly, the difference between M(u, c#+, x) and $l(u, 4,., x) is locally a finite 
sum of holomorphic functions on C, hence they have the same poles and the 
same principal parts at the poles. On the other hand, if Ii&(u,&,x) and 
M,(u, &, x) denote the discrete and continuous parts of 6l(u, r#+, X), as in [MW] 
one shows that &(u, & x) has a pole of order h 5 2 at u = 0 and if h = 2, 
lim,,o u2M(u, &, x) is a square integrable automorphic form. Finally 
i%&(u, $+, x) is holomorphic in the half-plane {u : Re u > 0}, except possibly for 
a simple pole at u = 0 with residue 
Resv=o l%(u, &, x) = j$, di(O,O)E(Pj, 0, L(kj)b, x). 
The remaining task will be to determine the functions dj(u, & u), 1 <j 5 s. This 
will lead to the expression in (ii) of the theorem. We will use the argument in the 
proof of Lemma 2.4 in [MW]. Since fi(u, &, x) = (C - X,)~%E(V, &, x) it follows 
that 
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Now, the inner product in this expression equals, for Re v > 1, 
(21) 
J 4(X)M(V,X, drlE(Pj, --kjcL, x L(kj)dr, x) dx 
rp\G 
= DJ (f’i, P, -p, x)e”“J a -2p~(a)W(u)(~~(a)~,)~(--CL)(~~~(a)~,) da 
A 
by Lemma 2.4 and the remark after it. Now we use the expansion 
where the ak,r(v) are rational functions with poles in -N and a~ = 1. This 
series converges absolutely and uniformly on R x supp 4, for any R a compact 
subset of C - {-N}. Substituting in (21) and using (7) we get 
Di (Pi, P, -P, X) 
r(Y + 1) 
X ,S q5(a)ap2P a(-pu) f?j ak,,(u)~a”-~+2p+(k+‘)cu da 
i T(-P + 1) k,l=O 
+ ,s @)a- 2p b(-LJ)G(-P) 2 ak ~(v)al~“+~+2p+(k+l)“da 
G+ 1) k,/=O ’ ,r 1 
. 
Interchanging summation and integration and using (9) we get that for any V, p 
with Re (V + p) > 0, Re (V - p) > 0, this equals 
D; (Pi, P, -A X) 
r(Y + 1) 
where Fk, I( v, p) is holomorphic in C 2. 
Thus, if v is not a pole of either one of yf(p), D,‘(Pj, P, -p, x) or c~(-P), the 
only term which may contribute to a pole at p = v is the one corresponding to 
k = I = 0 in the first summand. Hence, by (20) and (9), we have 
(22) v “ilo dj(u, u) = -D; (Pj, P, -v, x) - 2 T(v+ 1) 
= -Di (Pi, P, -v, X) 12rAIpveilrr/2 cos71(u-y)r). (23) 
Arguing in the same way, if p --+ -V one needs only consider the term corre- 
sponding to k = I= 0 in the second sum. We thus obtain 
Substituting the expression of c,(v) from 52.2 (iii), yields the expression for g, in 
(ii) of the theorem. 0 
3.2. An inner product formula 
In this subsection we will prove an inner product formula which will imply a 
completeness result for the residues of the M-series in the halfplane 
{V : Rev 2 0). We will also study in detail the singularity at Y = 0 (compare 
with [Ne] and [MW], Theorem 3.2 in the case x = 1). 
Theorem 3.3. Let f E Lj(Z \G, x)k[~$r] b e such that Vf is isomorphic to an irre- 
ducible quotient of Hj” with Rep L 0. Zf 77 = 7~ E &, with qlrN = xlr, we have 
(1) (ResU=,MV(v,&,x),f) = 
2(4x (X1)(‘- ti)‘2 
1 + ZL - sg(X)r c(rl1.f) 
PZ 2 
M”(u, &,x) has a simple pole at u = p if and only if there exists f as in the state- 
ment with c(q, f) # 0. 
(ii) Zfp = 0, then ifc(v, f) # Of or somef as in the statement, Mq(u, c$+, x) has 
a simple pole at u = 0 if r is an odd integer and rX > 0, and it has a double pole 
otherwise. Zf h is the order of thepole, then lim,,o v”M”(u, q&,x) is a square in- 
tegrable automorphic form and we have 
(2) ( ~i_mouvbMq(vl 4, xLf) = hu(r, ~)(4+1)1’2 c(rl,f 1 
with u(r, A) = (-1) (‘r’+‘)‘2(1)(,~,-,),2 Y I r ts an odd integer with rX > 0 (i.e. h = 1) 
and 
u(r,X) = 1(l Ps,$h)r)‘, 
otherwise, (h = 2). 
(iii) Ifp = 0 and ifc(q,f) = Of or anyf as above, M”(u, &, x) has at most a 
simple pole at u = 0 and 
(3) 
Res,=o MYu, 6, x) 
= Res,,o i@(u, q%, x) 
= -eir71’2 cos 5 j$‘t Dd(Pj, P, 0, X)E(Pj, 0, L(kj)6, X). 
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In this case, there is a simple pole with residue as in (3), or M “( u, g, q$, x) is holo- 
morphic at u = 0. The last possibility occurs if the expression in (3) is zero, in 
particular, if r is an odd integer. 
VM”(v, 41,x) . h 1 IS o omorphic at u = 0, we have by (19): 
Remark. In all cases, by Theorem 2.2, the assumptions on ZJ, r imply in each 
case that the inner product in (i) or (ii) is zero if and only if c(v, f) is zero. It 
follows that any square integrable automorphic form f # 0, such that V, is ir- 
reducible and isomorphic to a unitarizable principal series or to D,‘, D:, for 
0 < r 5 1, can not be perpendicular to all residues of M(v, x). Furthermore, in 
Theorem 4.1, we shall see that those (9, K)-modules of type D,‘, D:,, for r > 1, 
can be obtained by using special values of M(v, x). 
Proof. The argument is similar to that in the proof of Theorem 3.2 in [MW]. If 
Rep > 0, Im v # 0 the inner product Z(V) = (a(~, 4r, x), f) can be computed 
by using Lemma 2.4 and the fact that C acts by multiplication by (v* - 1)/4 on 
HL”: 
(4) I 
Z(u) = & & qqyg)M(v, “yg, 4r)XW )f (g) dg 
= .,I;, J f$(a)a-*P7(n>M(~, a, 4)f (na) dn da 
= 4c,(rl,f) y2 _ P2 S 4(a)@(y, P)(a) da 
where a*+@( v, p)(a) equals 
= H2i2H M( v, a, 4) JYb)(~p(aMr) 
- WV, a, 6) 
In the last equality we have used that 
*Y(w(u)(~,(a)~,))~(~L)(~,(a)~,) = w(~)(~,(a)d+)XY (J@)(7rp(a)&)). 
Integrating by parts in (4), we get that 
where @(v, p)(a) = H$(v, p)(a) and $(Y, p)(a) equals 
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We note that H+(~,fv)(u) = @(v, *V)(U) = 0, hence it follows that 
$(v,v) = K(v), h 1 a o omorphic function independent of a. To determine K(v) 
we may assume that Rev > 1 and let t 4 --00. From Proposition 2.3 we have 
that ~,~w(v)(~,(u~)&) - a; /(r(v + 1)) and &“J(v)(G(Q)~~) N a;yc,(v), and 
this implies that K(v) = (~c~(v))/(~(v)). 
Now, since HC#J has compact support we find 
(5) 
lim (v2 - ~‘)Z(V) = -~~(n,f) J H+(u) lim,,, $(v, ,~)(a) da 
u+IL A 
= --~idsf) s H~(~M(P> PL)(~) da 
A 
24) = cp(q,f) cirT -. 
r(P) 
Thus, if p # 0 we get 
1 
( Resv=,MYv, 6, xL.f) = ;$pcV - CL)( &(v, h, x),f) 
(6) 2(4w(XI)(‘- fi)‘2 = C(%f) ~ 
’ 
N- 
( 
1 + p - sg(X)r 
2 > 
as asserted. If p = 0 and Y is not an odd integer such that sg(r) = sg(X), the 
same argument yields 
1 
( iiF0 y2 M”(v) 6, xM7 = i’_“, v2( &dV, 6, x),S) 
(7) - 2(4nlX1)“2 = C(%f) 
r(’ -:(^)Y. 
Now, if for somef as in the statement c(n,f) # 0, then, if p # 0 (resp. p = 0), it 
follows from (6) (resp. (7)) that Mq(v, &) has a simple (resp. double) pole at 
v = CL. Conversely, if Mq(v, q$) has a pole at p # 0, then if we take 
.f = Res,=, Mq(v, q&, x), (6) implies that c(n,f) # 0. We get to the same con- 
clusion if Mq(v, c$~) has a double pole at v = 0, by using (7). 
We now consider the case when p = 0 and r is an odd integer such that 
sg(r) = sg(X). The argument in the proof of(i) gives in this case 
(8) lim (va(v, 6, x),f) = ?Fo -co(xf) .f H4(4 +(y, O)(‘) da, Y--10 A u 
If, for simplicity, we write M(v, a, $+) := w(u)(K~(u)&), it follows from Propo- 
sition 2.3 and Equation (11) that J(O)(7ro(u)&) = b,M(O,u, 41), with b, = 
(47re iTr/2/()rl - l))(-1) (Iri p1)‘2, if Irl # 1, b+ 1 = f 2ni. 
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Now we apply the argument used for r = 1 in [MW, Proposition 4.51. The 
function 
satisfies &(v, z) = -$~i (Z, V) and &(O, 0) = 0. Now, if Q = limi,O($‘l (z, O))/z 
and P = lim,,o($i (0, z))/z, this implies that cr = -fi. Now +i(v,z) = 
cxv + /3z+ higher order terms in V, z, hence it follows that 
(9) 
~ = limi’(Z’o) ’ !h(GZ) 
z-0 
~ = j !imO--- 
{+ 
$1 (z, -z) 
z z + !yo 1 z . 
Now, as in the case of $J(Y, *v), $i(z, &z)(u) does not depend on u, and 
by using asymptotic information as t + -00, one obtains that lim,,o 
($l(Z, 01)/z = 1’ 
Since r is an odd integer, the expression of g, in (iii) of Theorem 3.2 implies 
that Res,,o M(v, &x) =fi 1s a square integrable automorphic form. Thus, by 
(8), (9) and using the value of cs(n,f) in Lemma 2.5, we get 
(Res,=o M(v, 6, x),f’) = (Res,=o &(V, &, x),J’) 
= ~i_m,6k!+,X),f) 
= c(rl,(-l)(‘r’+ “‘2(4~~~()1’2(1)~,~,~,),2 
as claimed. The last assertion follows from this formula as in case (i). This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
4. SPECIAL VALUES OF M(v,,y) 
The purpose of this section is to use the family M(v, x) in the construction of 
systems of generators for the spaces of holomorphic automorphic forms of any 
real weight r > 0. We will assume that TN = {n(m) 1 m E Z}. 
Asusual,letxEr,~ENbesuchthat~Ir, =~l~,,,,x~~=x~,r~(-l,l].If 
g = n(g), we write g E G uniquely, g = g(g)m(g), with m(g) E M, where 
g : GO H G is as in s2.1. We let 2, = vX be the multiplier system on r = rr(r) so 
that ~~(7) = x(0(7)), if y E r. 
For r E T (2), r > 2 and X E R*, the holomorphic Poincare series of weight r, 
parameter X and multiplier system ‘u = vx is defined by 
where 7 = [E i] 
We now define G,(g, A, x) := Gr(g. i, A, w,)j(g, i)-‘x(m(g)) E C”(F \G, x) 
[q&l, wherej(g, z) = cz + d f or g = [r i]. Using the definitions one computes that 
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Gk, 4 x) = c e2-+j(yg, i)-‘x(m(rg))x(y’) 
rErf\r 
= 7t& ~x(n(rs))~(rg)‘“e-2~~a(~g)*~~~(~(~g))x(~-’) 
We now recall from Proposition 2.3 and (11) in $1 that if r > 0, I E 25". 
< = 4r(M and a E A then 
(2) r(r)M(<,r - l,a, q&+21) = (4~~)-(‘12)~(,+2r),2.(r-r),2(4~~~2P) 
(3) W(,+2[)/2,(r-1)/2(~) = (-l)‘(r), M(r+21)/2,(r-1)/2(~) = f’*e+‘*)~O) 
where p,(y) is a polynomial of degree 1 and po( v) = 1. Also, if r > 0 and y > 0 
~~(r/*),(r-l)/*(Y) = ~~T/*,(r-l)/*(-Y) = ,yr’*ey’* 
where 1.~1 = 1. Thus we have by (2) and (3) 
Now, using (2) and (4) we have the following identities (cf. [MW] Lemma 4.1), 
which show that special values of the M-series yield classical Poincare series 
(modulo the identification of G, with G,). If r > 2, X # 0 and XM = [ = $#, 
then 
(5) 
(6) 
In the next result we will show that M(<, v,g, $,.+21, x) is holomorphic at 
V, = r - 1 for 1 < r 5 2, I > 0, n = 7~ with X > 0 (this is also included in [Br2], 
Theorem 11.3.9, and in [MW] for r = 2, x = 1). Furthermore, if I = 0 this spe- 
cial value corresponds to a holomorphic cusp form, and yields a natural notion 
of holomorphic Poincare series for any real weight r > 1. Using this notion, we 
will prove that if 1 < r < 2, these Poincare series, as X > 0 varies, generate the 
space of (x, r)-holomorphic cusp forms of weight r, and multiplier system 
v = VX. 
Theorem 4.1. Let r > 0, V, = r - 1, X E R*, be such that xlr, = qx,TN. Set 
xx = x,‘g(‘). Then 
(i) Zfr > 1, I E Z”, MqA(v,c$ sg(A)(r+2,), XX) is holomorphic at v = u, and the 
valueat u = u, isa cuspform. Iff E Lj(r\G, ~)~[~~~(~)(~+*,)]generatesa (R, K)- 
module isomorphic to D,‘, if X > 0, or D:,, if X < 0, then 
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(7) (M"~(u,,~sg(~)(r+2/),~~),f) = ~wc(rlx,f) 
with CA,~,I # 0. Furthermore CJ,~,O = ((4~1A1)‘-“~/2(r - 1)). 
Thefamily {iJP(v,, qk, XX) 1 X > 0) (rap. {NPA(vr, 4-r, X-X) 1 X > O}), gm- 
crates the space of xx-holomorphic (resp. $A-antiholomorphic) cusp forms of 
weight r (resp. -r). 
(ii) Zf 0 < r < 1, I E Z>‘, then M’IA(v, c&,,x)(~+~,J, XX)has at most a simplepole 
at u = --v,. Zf I = 0, X > 0 (resp. X < 0), the residue corresponds to a square in- 
tegrable, xx-holomorphic (resp. Xx-antiholomorphic) automorphic form. 
Zff E L;(r\G xM4+g(~)rl g enerates a (9, K)-module isomorphic to D,‘, if 
X > 0, or D:, if X < 0, then 
(8) 
2(4~lX[)“~ 
(Res,=-,M~X(v,~sg(X)r, xAf) = rc2 _ rj c(rlx,f) 
Thefamily{Res,,-,M’l~(y,~,,~x) (A > 0) (resp. {Res,=_,M~-X(v,~_,,~x) 1 
A > 0)) generates the space of xx-holomorphic (resp. Xx-antiholomorphic) square 
integrable automorphicforms of weight r (resp. -r). 
Proof. We will first show that if X > 0, r > 1, M”(v, 4++21, x) is holomorphic at 
v = v,. Set f = Res,=, M”(v, &+zI, x). By Theorem 3.2, f is a square inte- 
grable automorphic form and furthermore, if Re v > 0, Im Y # 0 
We now show this limit is zero, hence f = 0, as claimed. We have, by (3) and 
Lemma 2.5 in $1, 
i 
fp,&) = c(rl,f)W(,+21)/2,(r~~)/2 (4nXa2P) 
(9) = (-l)'(r),c(rl,f)M~r+21),2,(r-~)j2 (4rXa2P) 
= c(v,f)(-l)'r(r+ I)(4~X)"2~(v,,a,~,+2r) 
We compute the inner product (&(v, &+ 21, x), f) for Re v > 1 and then ex- 
tend the validity by analytic continuation. 
J C 4(-yg)M(v,yg, 4r+2/)x(y-')f(g)da 
r\G ‘rErp\r 
= r _fN ,S 4(4rlkW( ~,a, +r+2r)f(na)a-2Pdn da 
N 
= c(v,f)r(r+ Z)(47rX)“*(-1)’ 
x J a-2P$(a)A4( v, a, &+zI)M(+ a, &+21) da 
A 
Now the integrand is bounded in absolute value by $(a)aRe”+“, an integrable 
functionforRev+v, >O, thuslim,,,(6fr(v,&+2/,x),f)equals 
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(10) ~(~,f)r(r+ z)(47#*(-1)‘J a-2P~~(a)lM(~r,a,~,+21)12 da 
A 
hence lim,,,(v - v,)(i%lr(v, $++21, x),f) = 0 and thus M”(v, q&+21, x) is ho- 
lomorphic at v = v,, as asserted. Furthermore, it is clear from the argument 
above that (10) is still valid for any f having the properties in (i). 
We now estimate +r(g) = M(v,g, &+21, x) - fir(v, 4r+21,gi x). BY the defi- 
nition of MT(V), if Re v > 1 we have 
Since the series above is given locally by a finite sum, it follows by analytic 
continuation that (11) holds for any v E C. 
Now, for any P-Siegel set S, supp(&) - S is compact. On the other hand, 
S = S, can be chosen so that if y E r is such that yS, n S, # 0, then y E r~. 
Thus, if at E S, we have 
(12) $(a,) = (1 - #r)(at)W+ a,, &+21, xl 
Since by (4) this function is rapidly decreasing as t -+ +co, it follows from (12) 
that +r(g) is bounded. Furthermore, ar(v,,g, $r+21, x) --f M(v,,g, &+*I, x) 
uniformly as T --f co. These facts imply that M(v,,g, &+2,, x) lies in 
L*(r \G, x), since $l(z+, &+z,,g, x) is square integrable by Theorem 2.7 (i). 
On the other hand, if 1 = 0, M(v,,g, &, x) is annihilated by E- (see (4)), 
hence it corresponds to a holomorphic automorphic form. Since the weight is 
r > 1, the Q-constant term on each Q-regular cuspidal parabolic is, in absolute 
value, a constant multiple of ae(g)rp which is square integrable on a Q-Siegel 
set if and only if Y < 1, thus the square integrability of M(v,,g, c#+, x) implies 
that it is a cusp form. Finally, for any I E Z”, by using the action of E+ (cf. Ejl 
(4)) we get that 
2’(r), Wv,,g, 4r+2/, x) = E+’ Wvr,g, 6, xl 
hence M(v,,g, 4.+21,x) is also a cusp form, as asserted. 
Also, iff is as in (i), letting T -+ cc in (10) we have 
(M”(G~ r+21r xl3.f) = 477,f)QY + 0(47W2W) 
(13) x J a-2plM(+ a, &+zr)l* da 
A 
Now setting c~,~,l equal to the coefficient of c(n,f) in this expression, we get the 
asserted inner product formula. Furthermore, if 1= 0 we compute 
(14) 
cog 
r 
e(r-1)*re-4xAe2’ dt = ~(~,f) - (4rx)‘-“2 Ty(‘+ydy 
w9 0 
Finally, if E = 0 and f # 0 is a holomorphic cusp form, then c(n,f) # 0 for some 
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7 = ux with X > 0, hence (14) is not zero. This concludes the proof of the asser- 
tions in (i), in the case of 0:. 
In the case of a negative weight &(r+2j) we note that if Re v > 1 
= iW’(v,g, &+21, x) 
hence this identity holds for all V. It follows that M”(v, #++29, X) is holo- 
morphic at Y = V, and defines a cusp form of weight -(r + 2Z), which is anti- 
holomorphic if I = 0. Iff E ti(r \G, x)~[#_ jr+*l)]t generates a (g, K)-module 
isomorphic to DI,. Then f E L2(r\G,x)[@,+2/] generates a (g,K)-module 
isomorphic to@ andifRev > 1 (~il(v,~_r_2~,~),f) = (i%P(P,#r+2~,~)r~). 
By letting T --+ 00 we thus get 
Now if we apply (14) and (15), we see that the asserted inner product formula 
holds also in this case. This concludes the proof of(i). 
(ii) Let 0 < I 5 1. By application of E- we see that Resy=t-r Mq(v,#r,~) 
corresponds to a holomorphic x-automorphic form of weight P. Furthermore, 
iff is a holomorphic form of weight r, then f generates a (g, K)-module iso- 
morphic to 0:. Iff E L2(r\G, x), we may apply Theorem 3.3 and conclude 
that 
Again, iff # 0 is a holomorphic automorphic form of weight T, then there ex- 
ists some v = 77~ with X > 0 such that c(q,f) # 0, hence the completeness as- 
sertion follows. The assertion in the antiholomorphic case follows similarly 
from Theorem 3.3. The theorem is now completely proved. Cl 
Corollary 4.2. Let 77 = 77~ with X > 0, r]lr, = XI~,~. We have: 
(i) If r > 1, then M”(r - l,g, &, x) = 0 if and only iffor any (x, F)-holo- 
morphic cusp form f ofweight r, c(q,f) = 0. 
(ii) If 0 < r < 1, then Res,= ++ M”(v, g, qb,., x) = 0, if and only if for any 
(x, r)-hoIarnar~~zi~ automorp~icfarm f of weight r, c(q,f) = 0. 
An entirely analogous result holds for antiholomorphic automorphic forms. 
Remark 4.4. 
1. For 0 < r < i we note that by the functional equation (19), the residue of 
M(v, &, x) at v = --v, is a multiple of the vafue, at v = V, < 0, of the sum of 
M(v, $r, x) and a linear combination of Eisenstein series. Hence one can gen- 
erate the holomorphic automorphic forms of weight r, either with residues of 
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Mq(v, q!+, x) at v = -II,, as in (iii), or withvalues at I/ = v,, of Mv(v, c#+, x) plus a 
linear combination of Eisenstein Series. 
2. We note that in the case of weight 0 < r < 1 the residues in the theorem 
are not in general cusp forms. For instance the theta function 13(z) is a holo- 
morphic automorphic form of weight l/2 for r = I’,, the theta group, with the 
theta multiplier wg = wxo and which is not cuspidal (see [Br2], Ch. 14). Thus, 
Corollary 4.2 implies that for suitable choices of Q, if r = l/2, x = ~0, the res- 
idue Res”= +, M”(v,g, (6,., x), corresponds to an automorphic form which is 
not perpendicular to 0(z), hence it is not a cusp form. 
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